
Unified Security

Benefits

Coretek leverages Microsoft’s robust and native security features to secure 
your users, servers, data, and applications. Coupled with Coretek’s Security 
Operations Center (SOC), which brings 24/7 monitoring and an “eyes on 
glass’ team of security analysts, you can be sure that you always have 
visibility and control.

Complete Transparency & Ownership

You retain full access to the environment and can view 
reporting and request an export of data. You own it; Coretek 
manages it.

Speed, Versatility, & Expertise

As an Azure Expert MSP and top Microsoft Partner, Coretek 
has experience in high-security verticals and has a deep 
understanding of the Microsoft security stack to help speed 
technology adoption for your organization.

Scalability

Our solution is a holistic approach to security, and our service is 
built to scale with a dynamic threat landscape.

“Always On” Partner

Coretek provides a 24/7, always-on Security Operations Center 
that knows how to guide you if a security event occurs.



Coretek is the #1 Microsoft Azure Partner in the U.S. and an Azure Expert Managed Service Provider. 
Coretek consults, builds, manages, and maintains IT infrastructure, enabling business leaders to 
spend less time thinking about technology and more time focused on their customers, culture, and 
communities. Coretek solves the world’s most complex business challenges with the cloud.

We deliver customer success, no exceptions!

coretek.com  |  844-4-CORETEK  |  inquiry@coretek.com

Unified Security Solution Scope
• Manage Microsoft Defender for Endpoints
• Manage Microsoft Defender for Servers
• Monitor Sentinel for events throughout the entire security landscape.
• Correlate and evaluate security events to determine if events are 

positive/false positive.
• Lead remediation effort if a security event is contained in the Coretek 

managed environment.
• Support remediation efforts with guidance and expertise if a security 

event occurs in a client-managed environment.

Get started with Unified Security
coretek.com/contact


